Small-scale Hydroelectricity

Need more advice or help – call 0800 954 1956

Hydro-electricity converts the potential energy
stored in water held at height into kinetic energy
(or the energy used in movement), turning a
turbine to produce electricity.

In off-grid applications, the
power produced by hydro
systems is mainly used
for lighting and electrical
appliances - space and
water heating is usually only
an option when available
power exceeds demand.

Improvements in small turbine and generator
technology mean that ‘micro’ (under 100kW)
hydro schemes are an efficient means of
producing electricity.

Hydropower requirements
You’ll need access to a suitable
water resource which should
be relatively close to the site of
power usage, or to a suitable grid
connection. For off-grid systems,
allowances should be made for any
seasonal variations in water flow,
which can affect the amount of
electricity delivered by the system.

converts the power of the water
into electrical power. Hydroelectric
systems are generally divided into
low and high head categories. The
former could include old mill sites
with a weir and sluice, whilst the
latter includes fast flowing upland
streams.

In order to be suitable, your
water resource needs to have a
combination of:

The system’s actual output will
depend on how efficiently it

Limiting environmental impacts
The ecology of the river will need
to be protected by restricting the
total flow of water diverted through
the turbine and ensuring that fish
can pass safely up and down
the river.
This will be set as part of the
Abstraction License that you need
to obtain from the Environment
Agency.

› Flow – the volume of water passing
down the stream per second
› Head – the height the water falls
over a given distance

Not all rivers are suitable for
hydropower, so it’s important to
get professional advice early on.

Costs
You’ll need to have rights of access
to the river and any adjoining land
required to build, operate and
maintain the system.

Total system costs can still be high,
at more than £25,000 for a typical
5kW scheme for an average home.

Top tip
To ensure that the
electricity produced by
your hydro-power system
is being used in your home
as efficiently as possible,
check out or top 10 energy
saving tips factsheet.
Provided the installer and appliances
are accredited through the Micro
Generation Certification Scheme and
does not exceed 50kW generating
capacity, you may be eligible to
receive Feed-in Tariff payments.
Maintenance costs are usually low
and most hydro systems will work
for to 40 – 50 years.
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Cornwall’s Independent Energy Experts
Our services to help householders in Cornwall and Devon
enjoy warmer, energy efficient homes include:

Small-scale
Hydroelectricity

› Insulation and heating solutions
› Energy efficiency advice and surveys
› Planning for renewables services
› Condensation and mould services
› Help to understand and reduce energy bills
In certain circumstances we can access funding for
services – call us to discuss your needs.
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